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FAA Proposes Quiet Route for Long Island Helicopter
Traffic
June 8, 2011 - The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) unveiled a
proposed route that channels helicopter traffic over the water along
the southern shore of Long Island, thus greatly reducing noise in
residential neighborhoods. Dave Peterson, GNSS Operational Implementation Manager of the FAA’s Navigation Services group, presented
the proposed South Shore Noise Abatement Route to a gathering of
the Multi-Town Helicopter Noise Advisory Committee at the Town Hall
in Southampton, NY, near the eastern end of Long Island.

The SatNav News is produced by the
Navigation Services AJW-91 branch
of the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). This newsletter provides information on the Global Positioning System
(GPS), the Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS) and the Ground Based
Augmentation System (GBAS).
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The route, designed with previous
public input, utilizes the precise
positioning data provided by the
Wide Area Augmentation System
(WAAS) and can be flown by any
helicopter equipped with an upto-date WAAS receiver. “You can
think of this route as a tunnel in the
sky,” said Mr. Peterson. The route,
he said, “does not conflict with fixed
wing air traffic coming in and out of
JFK Airport and can provide a clear
passage from East Hampton all the
way to Wall Street in Manhattan.”
If utilized by helicopter operators,
the route should reduce instances
of “scud running” or flying low under
the cloud cover during overcast
Federal Aviation Administration

weather to maintain visual contact
with surface landmarks. This
practice of flying low to navigate
by Visual Flight Rules (VFR) during
bad weather greatly increases
the noise footprint in residential
neighborhoods. The WAAS avionics
in equipped helicopters provides
accurate Instrument Flight Rules
(IFR) navigation even in poor visibility.
Mr. Peterson said that the design
and implementation of such routes
are “an efficient use of taxpayer
dollars” that “benefit all concerned
parties.” Helicopter operators would
see financial benefits, he pointed
out, just from the increased ability
to successfully complete trips during
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your stories and contact
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gational aids. There is also a lack of
ground infrastructure.

Dave Peterson of the FAA delivered a
presentation on the new route.

New York State Assemblyman Fred Thiele
and local officials listen to the presentation.

bad weather, instead of being forced
to turn back.
Officials from New York’s Suffolk
County, the Village and Town of East
Hampton, the Town of Southampton,
and New York State Assemblyman
Fred Thiele attended the meeting.
Robert Grotell of the Eastern Region
Helicopter Council, an organization of
helicopter operators, also attended.
All expressed their enthusiasm
for the route and their hopes for
quick implementation. “We want it
yesterday,” said Assemblyman Thiele.
Demonstration flights using the
proposed route are due to begin this
summer.

Nevertheless, communities in Alaska
depend on aviation in the same way
that communities in the lower 48 states
depend on their well-established road
and rail systems. Eighty-two percent
Alaska’s communities are not connected to a highway system. Per
capita, Alaska has 6.5 times the number of pilots as the national average
and 16 times the number of planes.
Alaska has 255 state owned airports
of which 172 are gravel strips, 46 are
paved, 36 are seaplane bases and 1
is a heliport. Aviation employs 47,000
people in Alaska, 10% of the state’s
entire work force.
Given the essential role that air
service plays in meeting basic transportation needs in Alaska, coupled
with a lack of modern aviation infrastructure, the state presents a unique
environment for deploying new technologies such as GPS and Wide Area
Augmentation System (WAAS). The
Alaska Department of Transportation,
aviation industry groups, and the FAA
have utilized GPS/WAAS and other
technologies over the last 10 years to
enhance aviation safety and improve
access to remote locations.
Benefits of WAAS
Due to lack of ground infrastructure
and other navigational aids in Alaska,
the use of WAAS provides a viable op-

tion for navigating the obstacle-ridden
terrain during extreme weather conditions. The Alaska aviation system has
limited availability of Air Traffic Control (ATC) surveillance. Radar service
is available in only 20% of Alaska’s
airspace, and over 90% of this radar
coverage is at or above 12,000 feet.
Procedures were implemented in 2008
to support direct random routes for
GPS-equipped aircraft in areas of limited or no radar coverage. Prior to the
new procedures being implemented,
aircraft with GPS couldn’t fly from
point to point on random RNAV routes
below 45,000 feet unless they were being monitored by radar. Even properly
equipped aircraft needed waivers to
transition from the en route airspace
structure to GPS approaches. When
they weren’t being monitored by radar, pilots on instrument flight plans
were faced with lengthy non-radar
routings to fly between villages or
regional “hubs.” Currently, pilots are
able to take advantage of the precise,
performance-based navigation offered by GPS. Controllers can clear
aircraft on point-to-point routings
with up to 512 miles between points.
Lateral separation between aircraft
can also be reduced from 10 nautical
miles to 4 nautical miles either side of
the projected route’s centerline.
Alaska has also benefited from the
publishing of 58 Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance (LPV)

- Scott Speed, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

Modern Technologies Vital
for Alaska

Navigating the vast air space of Alaska can be challenging for even the
most experienced pilots. The weather
is often harsh with temperature extremes, strong winds, and poor visibility. Enroute icing is a near constant
risk. The terrain is rough, mountainous
and enroute icing is a near constant
risk. Distances between airports are
great and airports themselves are
often rudimentary strips with few navi-
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is outside radar coverage. This fact
limits airspace accessibility to only areas that have defined route structures.
To address the safety of air transport
flights and the needs of remote Alaska
communities, the FAA has been implementing an improved Area Navigation
(RNAV) route structure throughout
Alaska. This Instrument Flight Rules
(IFR) route structure need was solicited from the Alaska user community
and coordinated for refinement with
air traffic control (ATC) operational
experts at Anchorage Center. The
initiative has led to the development
of 22 new high altitude Q routes and
38 low altitude T routes as of June,
2011. These new routes offer a partial
solution to the challenge of reaching
remote areas within Alaska. Minimum
enroute altitudes on the T routes are
lower than existing conventional
routes and may allow aircraft to fly
below icing conditions.
Note: Previously, FAA OpSpec B035
prevented some users from flying
the Q routes in Alaska and the Gulf
of Mexico. Recently, however, the
FAA issued Order 8900.1 CHG 157
and N 8900.156, which now permits
users who meet the criteria listed in
the Order and the Notice to fly the
Alaska Q routes.
- Scott Speed, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

approaches. LPVs greatly increase
access to runways with no Instrument
Landing System (ILS) equipment.
They also enhance safety in poor visibility because pilots can rely on the
WAAS signal for their approaches,
rather than visual cues. The FAA has
a goal of publishing five or more LPV
procedures a year in Alaska
Also, in August 2011, ten Localizer Performance (LP) procedures are due to
be published at eight Alaska airports,
with more on the way. LP procedures
are lateral-only procedures that will
be published at locations where the
terrain or obstructions do not allow
publication of LPV procedures. LPs
should prove to be particularly valuable in the mountainous areas of
Alaska. “The introduction of LP pro-
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cedures provides the lowest possible
Minimum Descent Altitude (MDA) for
aviators to access airports,” said Ted
Urda of the FAA’s Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) Group.
Also, WAAS equipage eliminates
extreme temperature limitations on
barometric vertical navigation (baroVNAV) based approaches.
WAAS Enabled RNAV T and Q routes
The Alaska aviation system has
limited availability of air traffic control (ATC) surveillance. Since radar
service is available in only 20% of
Alaska’s airspace, and over 90% of
this radar coverage is at or above
12,000 feet, most of the airspace used
for IFR departure, enroute, and arrival
phases of intrastate flight operations

Cape Air Pilots Comment
on WAAS

Over the past year, Cape Air pilots
have had the opportunity to fly several
aircraft in their fleet that have been
equipped with GPS / WAAS avionics
through a Government Industry Partnership with the FAA. Cape Air operates twin-engined Cessna 402 aircraft
on passenger flights in New England,
the Midwest, the Caribbean, and other
regions. In an on-going FAA project to
quantify the benefits of WAAS-based
operations, the comments made by
Cape Air pilots about specific flights
were included in the data collection
process. In general, pilots remarked
that GPS/WAAS allowed them to fly to
their destination utilizing a more direct
route, enabled them to better track
their position en route, and greatly
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facilitated approaches in adverse
circumstances.
“More direct route, instead of zig
zag airways,” wrote one pilot after a
lengthy trip. “Pilot was able to fly direct
to FAF (final approach fix) in nonradar environment,” wrote another.
“Direct CTR (a VOR designation)
instead of ALB (Albany, NY); was able
to save 20 minutes and avoid icing in
the ALB area,” wrote a third.
Concerning approaches, Cape Air
pilots expressed confidence that the
WAAS LPV approach will provide
safe guidance to the runway, even
when low ceilings and/or restrictions
to visibility exist. In many comments,
pilots state that without GPS/WAAS
they could not have successfully
concluded their flights. “The use of
GPS cannot be understated; on bad
weather days the situational awareness provided by GPS is invaluable.”
Another pilot wrote, “Several flights
would not have operated if GPS was
not installed, allowing the use of the
RNAV (area navigation) GPS approach in PVC (Provincetown, MA).”
The ability to land despite adverse
wind conditions also figured in the
pilots’ comments. “Due to high winds
at HYA (Hyannis, MA), GPS 6 (Runway
6) was only available approach,”
wrote a pilot who landed into the
wind on Hyannis Runway 6, which
was not ILS equipped. “Was able to
land Runway 1 with strong headwind,
using GPS approach,” wrote another
pilot in a similar situation. Many also
commented on the ability to check
their position en route. “Much easier
to keep track of position while off airways with GPS,” a pilot commented.
Besides weather, there are several circumstances that can cause a missed
approach or a diversion, such as
ground-based NAVAIDs which: a) do
not provide vertical guidance; b) are
inoperative; c) do not exist for the optimal runway in strong wind conditions;
or d) do not exist at the airport at all.
One comment read, “ILS (Instrument
Landing System) was inoperative in
PVC, GPS allowed use of RNAV approach.”
Federal Aviation Administration

Inability to land at a planned destination has many negative consequences
for a passenger airline. The passengers must be provided with an alternate method of transportation to their
destination airport, which is costly
for the airline. The aircraft is also not
where it is supposed to be and usually must be flown to another location
to resume service, burning more fuel
in the process. Successful flights following the direct routes enabled by
GPS/WAAS, on the other hand, have
many benefits. For the airline, the
reduction in miles flown equates to
less fuel burned, which results in cost
savings and an improved bottom line.
Safety and on-time performance are
also enhanced when pilots have more
options in adverse conditions.
- Scott Speed, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

Two Airlines to Equip Fleet
with WAAS

Initial results of two ongoing FAA
demonstration projects have provided
such strong benefits in their initial
phases that the participating regional
airlines have decided to invest in
Wide Area Augmentation System
(WAAS) avionics equipment for their
entire fleets. Both Horizon Air, based
in Portland Oregon, and Cape Air,
based in Hyannis, Massachusetts, experienced significant cost and safety
benefits from utilizing WAAS in FAA
government-industry projects leading
to their decisions to equip their fleets
without waiting for the projects to be
completed. “WAAS provides the capabilities that a fleet like ours

needs,” said Dave Bushy, president
of Cape Air.
WAAS uses a system of ground-based
reference and master stations and
geosynchronous satellites to provide
necessary error corrections to the
GPS navigation signal. WAAS is
designed to provide the additional
accuracy, availability, and integrity
necessary to enable users to rely on
GPS for all phases of flight, from en
route through RNAV GPS approaches
with added vertical guidance for all
qualified airports within the WAAS
coverage area.
To obtain this service, users need
to equip their aircraft with a WAAS
receiver. So far, over 62,000 WAAScapable receivers have been sold
and the number increases at a rate of
approximately 1,000 units per month.
Cape Air pilots have had the opportunity over the past year to fly several
aircraft in their fleet that have been
equipped with GPS / WAAS avionics
through a Government Industry Partnership (GIP) with the FAA (see story
on page 3).
Cape Air operates a fleet of 64 Cessna
402s - 28 now equipped with WAAS –
on passenger flights in New England,
the Midwest, the Caribbean, and
other regions. WAAS is helping to
improve efficiency and enhance the
safety of their operations, providing
more direct routing to RNAV GPS approaches with vertical guidance and
lower minima at numerous runways
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(WAAS) uses a system of groundbased reference and master stations
and geosynchronous satellites to
provide necessary error corrections
to the GPS navigation signal. WAAS
is designed to provide the additional
accuracy, availability, and integrity
necessary to enable users to rely on
GPS for all phases of flight, from en
route through RNAV GPS approaches
with added vertical guidance for all
qualified airports within the WAAS
coverage area.

including those with unique terrain
challenges.

400 flights a day over the course of
one year adds up to millions.”

Dave Bushy cited landing at Hyannis
Airport’s Runway 6 in Massachusetts,
as an example of how WAAS improves
safety. The conventional approach,
based on ground-based navigation
aids, has a minimum descent altitude
(MDA) of 900 feet, the point at which
pilots must be able to see the runway
environment with their natural vision
or execute a missed approach procedure. “The WAAS LPV approach has
a MDA of 300 feet,” said Mr. Bushy. “It
is very precise.”

Mr. Solmonson also pointed out the
safety benefits of having WAAS vertical guidance during approaches.
“The data says planes are five and a
half times more likely to have a Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT), if they
have no vertical guidance capability,”
he said. He also noted that circling on
approach, flying an approach to one
runway then circling to the opposite
end or another runway, has been virtually eliminated on WAAS-equipped
flights.

Horizon Airlines operates a fleet of 48
Bombardier Q400 planes on routes
in the western United States, western
Canada, and Baja California Sur in
Mexico. Seven of their planes currently have WAAS avionics, due to
Horizon’s participation in an FAA GIP
demonstration and data collection
program. However, Perry Solmonson,
Horizon’s Director of Flight Operations, Standards and Training, said
that the airline has decided to equip
the entire fleet with WAAS avionics by
the summer of 2012.

Dave Peterson, Operational Implementation Manager of the FAA’s
Navigation Services group, has been
managing the government-industry
programs that have introduced several airlines to WAAS avionics. He
recently said, “As the pilots for the
regional and cargo airlines have
become more familiar with WAAS
capabilities in both large and small
airports, they have become more
reliant on the steadiness of operations and improved cockpit ease of
flight that WAAS brings. This has led
many pilots to ask specifically for a
WAAS equipped aircraft for upcoming flights. As a result, several of the
airlines and cargo fleets have decided
to equip their entire fleets.”

“The Universal UNS-1Ew Flight Management System (FMS) serves as our
primary means of navigation for RNAV
operations,” said Mr. Solmonson.
“This enables us to fly direct to our
destination instead of following an
airway. Even if that lessens the trip by
only 20 miles, the savings in fuel on

- Scott Speed, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

Environmental Benefits of
WAAS

The Wide Area Augmentation System
Federal Aviation Administration

WAAS has profound benefits not only
for commercial aviation, general
aviation, and air traffic control,
but also for the environment and
communities.
WAAS can provide the flexibility of
user tailored routes which will allow
stakeholders to create green routes
virtually anywhere, because WAAS is
not encumbered by the conventional
ground-based navigation systems.
Optimized Profile Descent (OPD)
OPD, also known as Continuous
Descent Approach, will provide a
reduction in aircraft noise as well
as lower emissions (allowing for
a reduction in community noise
exposure). This is a procedure in
which the aircraft is allowed to fly
a continuous descent arrival and
approach to landing that is optimized
for the performance of the aircraft. This
method, rather than the traditional
step-down approach or with altitudes
provided by Air Traffic, is designed to
reduced fuel consumption and noise
during the arrival, approach and
landing phase of a flight. Aircraft flying
an OPD can descend from cruise
altitude to an airport runway along a
shorter, more direct path with engines
at idle or near idle thrust.
OPD via Tailored Arrivals (TA)
Another application of OPD
procedures, known as a Tailored
Arrival (TA), is a procedure where
aircraft trajectories are dynamically
optimized for each aircraft to permit
a fuel-efficient, low-noise descent
profile that has imbedded compliance
with arrival sequencing requirements
and other airspace constraints.
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Evolution of Navigation in
the National Airspace

Reduces track miles an aircraft has
to fly between a specific city pair
WAAS technology allows aircraft to fly
precisely-defined trajectories without
relying on ground-based radionavigation signals. The streamlined
flight paths achieved with WAAS
reduces flight time and fuel burn by
allowing pilots to fly straighter flight
paths.
Time Based Arrivals Management
Time Based Arrivals provide controllers
with sequencing information,
including times at strategic arrival
points that the controllers may use to
meter aircraft into congested arrival
flows. By reducing arrival congestion,
there is less need for fuel inefficient
techniques such as low altitude
vectoring and aircraft holding.
Environmental Benefits provided to
our Government Industry Partners
(GIP’s)
• The ability to develop environmentally friendly routes (green
routes) to benefit communities
• Improved Traffic Procedures that
Reduce Emissions, Reduce Flight
Times, and Reduce the Noise
Footprint.
• Developed Long Island’s
South Shore Route which
keeps helicopters from flying
over communities (decreasing
community noise impact) (AAG).

Federal Aviation Administration

•
•

•

•

Eases the impact of noise by
providing the flexibility to tailor
aircraft paths.
Reduces track miles an aircraft
has to fly between a specific city
pair, which lowers fuel burn and
emissions.
WAAS reduces fuel burn by
allowing pilots to fly straighter
flight paths and provide great
flexibility in choosing alternate
airports in the event of a diversion.
(Horizon Air)
Developing Procedures avoiding
noise-sensitive areas in Teton
National Park (NetJets)

The FAA GNSS Office recognizes
that to foster new technology and
to move towards NextGen, it has a
social responsibility to address all
environmental concerns. The WAAS
Operational Implementation Team is
resolved to establish environmental
best practices for all GIP Projects
and increasing the environmental
credibility of WAAS.
The FAA GNSS Program Office
is committed to the mobility and
growth of aviation while minimizing
its environmental footprint.
- Cornell Walker, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

Conventional Navigation
Conventional navigation facilities
transmit radio signals from ground
based navigation aids (NAVAIDS),
such as VHF Omnidirectional
Range (VOR), VOR with Distance
Measuring Equipment (VOR/DME)
and Non-Directional Beacon (NDB).
In conventional navigation, Instrument
Flight Rules (IFR) flight plans require
the entire route to be plotted via
published airways, radials (radio
beams between NAVAIDS), and
NDB bearings. Due to line-of-site
issues with terrain and reception
distances, high Minimum Reception
Altitudes (MRA) or Minimum En route
Altitudes (MEA) are published that
may put smaller aircraft at the edge
of their performance limits. Weather
conditions, such as icing, may also
make it impossible to maintain these
published altitude restrictions.
Area Navigation (RNAV)
RNAV is point-to-point navigation
using multiple DMEs or GPS enabling
pilots to direct routes between
Waypoints. With the exception of Wide
Area Augmentation System (WAAS),
all RNAV aircraft are required to
monitor the underlying ground based
NAVAID system. When an aircraft is
equipped with WAAS, the pilot is not
required to carry any other navigation
system aboard the aircraft. This
gives the pilot the option to file flight
plans exclusive of ground-based
NAVAIDS and to navigate without
the requirement of monitoring the
underlying ground-based NAVAID
system. RNAV enables pilots and
operators to shorten flight track
distance, helps reduce airspace/route
congestion, and enables IFR access
for flights into airports not equipped
with approach NAVAIDS.
RNAV evolved as increasing air traffic
and the growing need for optimum
utilization of all available airspace.
The advent of GPS allowed greater
operational efficiency and positional
accuracy to be derived from the
application of RNAV techniques
already in use. This has resulted in
the development of advanced RNAV
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systems and applications that use
either GPS or DME primarily for all
phases of flight.
As RNAV and RNAV/GPS evolved
and allowed for increased aircraft
positional accuracy, the concept of
Performance-Based Navigation (PBN)
was developed. Basically, aircraft and
airspace operations are transitioning
from sensor-based operations to
performance-based operations.
This enables the specification of
performance requirements,
independent of available equipment
capabilities. RNAV is now one of
the navigation techniques of PBN;
currently the only other is Required
Navigation Performance (RNP).

functions provided by RNP systems,
are not able to provide assurance
of their performance. This problem
is remedied by the monitoring and
alerting requirement for RNP systems.
Another key attribute of an RNP
system is the radius-to-fix (RF) turn
or curved path capability; while the
RF turn can be accomplished with
some RNAV systems, it is first being
implemented in RNP systems. RNP
systems provide improvements in the
integrity of flight operations, possibly
permitting closer route spacing and
sufficient integrity to allow only the
RNP systems to be used for navigation
in a specific airspace. The use of
RNP systems offers significant safety,
operational and efficiency benefits.

Required Navigation Performance
(RNP)
R N AV a n d R N P s y s t e m s a r e
fundamentally similar, except that
RNP requires on-board performance
monitoring and alerting capability
to ensure the aircraft stays within a
specific containment area. Many
RNAV systems, while offering very high
accuracy and possessing many of the

Advantages of Performance Based
Navigation (PBN)
The PBN concept specifies aircraft
RNAV system performance
requirements in terms of accuracy,
integrity, availability, continuity and
functionality needed for the air
traffic operations in the context of a
volume of airspace. Performance
requirements are identified in

Federal Aviation Administration

navigation specifications, such as
RNP 1 or RNP 0.3, which also identify
the choice of navigation sensors and
equipment that may be used to meet
the performance requirements.
Under PBN, generic navigation
requirements are defined based on
operational requirements.
Operators may evaluate options with
respect to available technologies
and navigation services and choose
those that would enable these
requirements to be met. The chosen
solution could be the most cost
effective for the operator, rather than
an obligatory solution imposed as
part of the operational requirements.
Also, technologies can now evolve
over time without requiring the
operational requirements themselves
to be revisited, as long as the requisite
performance is provided by the
aircraft’s RNAV system.
PBN offers a number of advantages
over the sensor-specific method of
developing obstacle clearance and
airspace criteria:
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•
•

•

•

Reduces the need to maintain
sensor-specific routes and procedures, and their associated costs
Avoids the need for development
of sensor-specific operations with
each new evolution of navigation
systems, which would be costprohibitive
Allows more efficient use of airspace in regard to route placement, fuel efficiency, and noise
abatement
Clarifies the way in which RNAV
systems are used
- Don Porter, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

Engineers’ Report on
LightSquared Cites GPS
Interference

On January 26, 2011 a company
named LightSquared, a broadband
network company, was granted a
conditional waiver by the FCC that
would authorize the use of terrestrial
only devices within its planned 4G-LTE
wireless broadband network. The
network is planned for operations
within the Mobile Satellite Service

(MSS) frequency band which lies
adjacent to the GPS L1 band. Due
to the high power of the planned
base station (Ancillary Terrestrial
Component or ATC) transmissions
and the close proximity to the GPS
L1 band, the National Coordination
Office tasked the National SpaceBased Positioning, Navigation, and
Timing Systems Engineering Forum
(NPEF) with conducting a study on
the potential impacts LightSquared
transmissions would have on Global
Positioning System (GPS) receivers
and GPS based applications.

those tests, the NPEF report made the
following recommendation:

Testing by the NPEF found that
the planned deployment of the
LightSquared Terrestrial Broadband
System would result in “significant
detrimental impacts to all GPS
applications.” The report also stated
that completion of the network of highpowered base stations envisioned
by LightSquared would result in
degradation or loss of GPS function.
The testing conducted under the
NPEF included a wide range of GPS
applications. Based on the results of

The full public report and other
materials concerning the proposed
LightSquared 4G -LTE wireless
network may be found at http://www.
pnt.gov/interference/lightsquared/

“LightSquared should not commence
commercial services per its planned
deployment for terrestrial operations
in the 1525 – 1559 MHz Mobile-Satellite
Service (MSS) Band due to harmful
interference to GPS operations.”
The NPEF also recommended
that more thorough studies on
the “operational, economic and
safety impacts” of the proposed
LightSquared network be performed.

Further information will follow as it
becomes available.
- Scott Speed, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

Satellite Navigation
Approach Procedures
Update

June 30, 2011 – The number of Wide
Area Augmentation System (WAAS)
enabled approach procedures
continues to increase.
Additional information about LP
procedures can also be found in the
“LP Approaches Introduced” article on
our WAAS News page (http://www.faa.
gov/about/office_org/headquarters_
offices/ato/service_units/techops/
navservices/gnss/waas/news/).
- Mary Ann Davis, FAA AJW-9131/NAVTAC

Table truncated for publication. Full
table available at
http://avn.faa.gov/index.
asp?xml=nfpo/inventory-summary/
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What’s New on the Web!

New Graphics News Banner – We’ve
added a new feature on the main
page of the FAA GNSS web page.
Our new graphic news banner will
help visitors gain quick access to the
latest news and the most popular sections of our website.
Just type http://gps.faa.gov into your
web browser and the graphic news
banner will appear at the top of your
screen. Click on any of the graphic
icons to go directly to the associated
story or web page. More options are
available by selecting the small arrows located to the left or right of the
series of graphics.
New stories and new sections will be
added periodically as information
evolves.

Federal Aviation Administration

Updated Fact Sheets in Our GNSS
Library – Several new or updated fact
sheets have been added to the GNSS
Library section of our website. To access the Library section, please select
the first of the two Library options on
the left menu. Once selected, the
menu will expand to reveal choices
for our newsletter, briefings, fact
sheets, and other documents. Many
of our fact sheets have recently been
updated and include:
• WAAS: Quick Facts
• WAAS GEO Outage Information
Sheet
• The Value WAAS Brings to Vertical Flight
• WAAS for Regional and Cargo
Operators
• GBAS: Quick Facts
We update these fact sheets regularly
and hope you find the information
beneficial. We will also continue to
add new fact sheets in the future. If
there is a topic about WAAS, GBAS, or
GNSS in general that you would like
to see covered in a fact sheet format,
please let us know. Please contact
MaryAnn.CTR.Davis@faa.gov with
your suggestions.
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